EXCERPTS

REDACTED 25 March 1963

TO: Chief of Base, Merida; Chief, WHD
INFO: Chief of Station, JCS/AVE
FM: Chief of Station, Mexico City
SUBJ: Cuban Diplomatic Travel and Activities in Mexico

TYPIC

*****

5. On 15 March 1963, Mariano GARCIA Perez, Cuban Consul in Merida, left Mexico City for Havana via Cuban Airlines (LIFIRE B/DOC).


7. On 22 March 1963, LITAMIL-2 reported that GARCIA had replaced Rusebio AZCUE Lopez, Cuban Consul in Mexico, who left Mexico for Havana on 22 March 1963. AZCUE, who went to Havana on vacation, is scheduled to return in about a month. AZCUE told LITAMIL-2 that his wife would join him in Havana in about two weeks. LITAMIL-8 recently told LITAMIL-3 that AZCUE's wife would refuse to return to Cuba with him.

8. Attached, for Base Merida, is a photograph of GARCIA obtained through the LIDOCUE operation and identified by LITAMIL-7.

*****

12. As of 22 March 1963, the following Cuban personnel were at the Cuban Embassy in Mexico:

Ramon SIMONAS Casado - Charge - Primer Secretario
Andres ARMENA Ramos - Consejero Comercial
Teresa PROENZA - Encargada de Asuntos Culturales (Tercer Secretaria)
Manuel VEGA Perez - Agregado Diplomatico
Antonio GARCIA Lara - Agregado Comercial

*****
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